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Company Profile
Tahvieh Company was established in 1964 and successfully paved its way in the air
conditioning industry by utilizing technology of Air temp & Trane companies. This
company later managed to receive manufacturing permit under the license of two
U.S. companies of Chrysler and Air temp.
During 80's, Tahvieh started to design and manufacture a new generation of air
conditioning system relying on its rich technical knowledge and great capability of
its manpower. As one of the largest private companies in designing and
manufacturing air conditioning equipment, it has managed to become a pioneer of
this industry in Iran.
In 2013, we began the second half-century of our glorious presence in air
conditioning industry and in addition to the previous products, Tahvieh initiated
manufacturing of new products and by the end of the first half of 2016, we managed
to manufacture and supply mini-chillers, various types of split air condition systems
(floor standing, wall mounted and ducted), electrical enclosure air condition,
precision air condition, ice cream makers and air conditioning systems for
automotive and rail industry.
Tahvieh. In 2016 being a member of International Institute of Refrigeration (IIR).
Today, TahviehCo., as one of the largest manufacturers of air conditioning systems
and as a top brand in Iran, is one of the reliable sources of supplying the strategic and
important industries of the country such as oil, gas, petrochemical, refining, power
plants, telecommunications, steel making, train & automobiles, healthcare,
Development and other industries of the country.
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Tahvieh Co. Main Departments
Research and Development
According to market needs, at R&D
department a new product is innovated by
industry's leading experts and modern
equipment and techniques. The R&D
engineers design with the best and updating
engineering soft wares for air conditioning
systems that are used by international
industry leaders.
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Manufacturing
Ability of Tahvieh manufacturing is developed
to the modern manufacturing facilities set up to
international standards. The Tahvieh
manufactory has about 345,000 square feet area
that is included plastic injection part, coil
production, cutting and press part, painting and
assembling workshops.
Tahvieh production facilities use highest
quality raw material, including anti-corrosion
coating, stainless steel and galvanized steel
sheets for enhanced life and corrosion
protection, advanced equipment is used for
fabricating the steel parts like as CNC machines
and hydraulic presses. According to fabricated
standards, Tahvieh production has Superior
quality.
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Quality Assurance
Tahvieh Company controls the quality
of its products by using its wellequipped laboratories in field of power,
electronic, mechanic and performance
test according to ASHRAE standards,
unfit products are taken out from
production line and fit products are
marketed.
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Additionally, in order to further enhance the quality of its products and to comply with the global terms,
we pay special attention to the following two important issues:

1. Establishment of a quality management
system: Tahvieh received ISO9001
certification for all of its products in 1998.
2- Training: Tahvieh considers training as one
of the tenets for its growth and development.
Based on such belief, Tahvieh develops and
organizes programs for training at all levels for
its employees, sales representatives and
authorized repair agents throughout the year.

Marketing & Sale
Sales are one of the underlying factors of marketing, in other words the sale of the most important
marketing operations in one transaction, but at the same time it is a long-term relationship with
customers.
Tahvieh Company has sales representative for better and more accurate marketing and advice to
costumers in every province of the country.
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Aftersales Services and Customer Relationship Management
Tahvieh believes that customer retention is more important than attracting new customers and the key to
customer loyalty is his satisfaction. In this regard, special attention has been paid to aftersales services
and customer relationship management. After sales services consist of two main parts:
Service part
All services including installation, commissioning, maintenance and repair are provided by trained
teams who are certified by the company.
Spare Parts
In order to provide convenience for customers, Tahvieh Company commits itself to provide all spare
parts required by customers within the shortest time.
It should be noted that spare Parts manufactured in tahvieh, is passed strict quality control process and
in order to assist the customers to distinguish the origin of the spare parts, each package comes with a
hologram.
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Products
Tahvieh company products a wide range of air conditioning systems including types of fan
coils (floor standing, ceiling, duct and cassette type), chillers, cooling tower, condenser
units, air handling units, packaged air condition, split air conditioning systems (wall
mounted split unit, floor standing and duct split units), specifically designed to provide for
the unique requirements of different climate conditions.
We also offer special industrial air conditioning equipment for Oil, Gas, Petrochemical,
Telecom, Process application such as precision air condition and electrical enclosure air
condition, Automotive and Rail industry as well as Refineries, Power plants, Healthcare and
Construction industries.
A wide range of models are available in each product category to ensure that all air
conditioning systems will be useful for various requirements. All products are energy
efficient and compatible with environment regulations and come with extensive features.

Fan Coil
General specification of Tahvieh fan coils
Body is high quality galvanized sheets which are joined to each other with screw.
Electro Motor that is used in fan coils is single shaft or double shaft with three speeds (low,
medium and high) with thermal Class B and IP 20. They have thermal protection, if the device is
overheated; the fan is turned off and switched on after cooling.
Fans are centrifuge and made of ABS plastic. They are balanced statically and dynamically and
have minimum noise level.
Insulation is used to prevent loss of energy and reduce the noise. The thickness of elastomeric
insulation is 4 mm in fan coil models HR, SV, SB and 10 mm thickness of EPS insulation in
cassette types.
Coil is made of copper tube 3/8" with aluminum fin and brass collector. Hydro test pressure shall
be 190 psig.
Filter is made of propylene (PP). Its efficiency is more than aluminum filters and less pressure
drop. It is washable and has long life.
Pan is insulated on inside or outside surface to prevent condensation with 4mm thickness
insulation.
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Floor Mounted Kariveh with base (model: SV)
and without base (model: SB)
Air flow rates are 200 cfm (340 m³/hr), 300 cfm (510 m³/hr), 400 cfm (680 m³/hr), 600 cfm (1020
m³/hr) and 800 cfm (1360 m³/h)
Low noise level
It could be installed on floor, wall and ceiling
Proper dimensions with Lowest occupied space
With two coils-heating and cooling coil, 4 Pipes units (optional)
Suction air from under device
Beautiful grills are made of ABS
External body is electro galvanized sheet with electrostatic coating
Three-speed motor, single phase.
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Floor Mounted (FL)
Air flow rates are 200 cfm (340 m³/hr), 300 cfm (510 m³/hr), 400 cfm (680 m³/hr), 600 cfm (1020
m³/hr), 800 cfm (1360 m³/h), 1000 cfm (1700 m³/h), 1200 cfm (2040 m³/h)
Coil with two models, Standard coil (1 row) and HT (High ΔT) coil (2 rows)
With two coils-heating and cooling coil, 4 Pipes units (optional)
The ability to use electric heating coil
Air vent valve with easy function
Easy access to fan and motor for periodic services
Three-speed motor, single phase.
High cooling capacity with 3 rows coil
External condensed water pan
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Concealed Ceiling Fan Coil (HR)
Air flow rates are 200 cfm (340 m³/hr), 300 cfm (510 m³/hr), 400 cfm (680 m³/hr), 600 cfm (1020 m³/hr),
800 cfm (1360 m³/h), 1000 cfm (1700 m³/h), 1200 cfm (2040 m³/h)
Proper dimensions for installing in concealed ceiling with low height
With two coils-heating and cooling coil, 4 Pipes units (optional)
The ability to use electric heating coil (optional)
Air vent valve with easy function
It has two fresh air intake
Suction air in two position; down position and rear position
Easy access to fan and motor for periodic services
Three-speed motor, single phase.
High cooling capacity with 3 rows coil
External condensed water pan 
Possibility to product it without plenum; model HS (Stripped Concealed Ceiling) (optional)
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Ducted Fan Coil (AR)
Air flow rates are 600 cfm (1020 m³/hr), 800 cfm (1360 m³/h), 1000 cfm (1700 m³/h), 1200 cfm
(2040 m³/h),1400 cfm (2380 m³/h ), 1600 cfm (2720 m³/h ), 1800 cfm (3060 m³/h ), 2000 cfm
(3400 m³/hr)
High cooling capacity with 3,4,6 rows coil
With two coils-heating and cooling coil, 4 Pipes units (optional)
Ability to use electric heating coil (optional)
Air vent valve with easy function
Ability to install fresh air intake (optional)
Easy access to fan and motor for periodic services
Three-speed motor, single phase.

Slim Ducted Fan Coil (ARN)
Air flow rates are 600 cfm (1020 m³/hr), 800 cfm (1360 m³/h), 1000 cfm (1700 m³/h), 1200 cfm
(2040 m³/h),1400 cfm (2380 m³/h ), 1600 cfm (2720 m³/h ), 1800 cfm (3060 m³/h ), 2000 cfm
(3400 m³/hr), 2400 cfm (4080 m³/hr)
Metal blowers for increasing air flow capacity
Ability to use electric heating coil (optional)
Air vent valve with easy function
Ability to install fresh air intake (Optional)
High static pressure and ability to install long duct
External air static pressure is to be 75 pa to 150 pa
Easy access to fan and motor for periodic services
Three-speed motor, single phase.
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4-way Setare Cassette Type (SD) & (ST)
Air flow rates are 200 cfm (340 m³/hr), 300 cfm (510 m³/hr), 400 cfm (680 m³/hr), 600 cfm
(1020 m³/hr), 800 cfm (1360 m³/h), 1000 cfm (1700 m³/h), 1200 cfm (2040 m³/h)
Luxury and decorative appearance witch are made of ABS
Low noise level
With two coils-heating and cooling coil, 4 Pipes units (optional)
fresh air intake
It has a vent for branching out the air
Internal pan is insulated with foam poly styrene class B2
External condensed water pan
Proper dimensions for installing in concealed ceiling
Three-speed motor, single phase.
Use of vibration isolator under the motor base for decreasing vibration and noise
Circle Coil for uniformity outlet air , more capacity and less air pressure loss
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4-way Oshan Cassette Type (CFN) & (CHN)
Air flow rates are 200 cfm (340 m³/hr), 300 cfm (510 m³/hr), 400 cfm (680 m³/hr), 600 cfm (1020
m³/hr), 800 cfm (1360 m³/h), 1000 cfm (1700 m³/h), 1200 cfm (2040 m³/h)
Luxury and decorative appearance witch are made of ABS
Easy installation and services
Temperature sensor
With two coils-heating and cooling coil, 4 Pipes units (optional)
Air vent valve with easy function
Centrifuge drain pump
Remote control and setting the blades
Three-speed motor, single phase.
External condensed water pan
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one way Cassette Type (CO)
Air flow rates are 200 cfm (340 m³/hr), 300 cfm (510 m³/hr), 400 cfm (680 m³/hr),
600 cfm (1020 m³/hr), 800 cfm (1360 m³/h), 1000 cfm (1700 m³/h), 1200 cfm (2040 m³/h)
Luxury and decorative appearance witch are made of ABS
Easy installation and services
Air vent valve with easy function
Centrifuge drain pump
Check valve for avoiding return drain water to pan
Remote control and setting the blades
It has four operating modes: Automatic, cooling, heating and fan
Proper dimensions for installing in concealed ceiling
Three-speed motor, single phase.
Abillity connected to BMS with RS485 protocole
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Chiller

Modular Water Cooled Chiller

Water Cooled Chiller

Modular Packaged Air Cooled Chiller

Packaged Air Cooled Chiller

Industrial water chillers are used in a variety of applications where chilled water or liquid are circulated
through process equipment. ... It is very common to use water or a water/glycol solution to transfer the
heat to and from the chiller which may require the process chiller to have a reservoir and pumping
system. Tahvieh Chillers are as follows:
Range of capacity is from 17 to 360 nominal tons
The compressors are Semi-Hermetic Compact Screw, Semi-Hermetic reciprocating and scroll types
Refrigerants are R22, R134a and R407C
One circuit, two or more identical refrigerant circuits as modular
PLC or Mini-PLC Controller with Siemens or Carel Brand
All the valves and control equipment is supplied from the best brand.
Shell & Tube Evaporator, Shell & Tube Condenser for water cooled chiller according to TEMA, ASME
and ASTM standards and Coil Type condenser for air cooled chillers
Thermostatic or Electronic Expansion Valves
Air cooled chiller is work in ambient temperature range 15 to 55 °C.
In special conditions such as the water below zero, ambient temperature below 15°C and below zero,
the special water cooled and air cooled chillers are designed and manufactured.
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Cooling Tower

Water is one of our most precious resources and
consumption has reached unprecedented levels.
Cooling towers recycle cooling water, so it can be
used over and over again .Recycling reduces water
consumption by 95% when compared to out dated
"once-through" systems, thus, reducing water and
sewage costs.
Product Introduce
VX Cooling Towers extend the proven advantages of
V-Line with a broader choice of sizes to closely match
the capacity, space, and application requirements of
virtually any project.
All units are designed to ensure quiet operation,
dependable Performance, long life, and ease of
maintenance. The compactness of the V-pan and the
static pressure capability of the centrifugal fans make
VX Cooling Towers the logical choice for indoor installations of restricted outdoor enclosures. Singlefan-side design and a variety of width and length combinations provide alternative configurations to fit
the required capacity in the available space.
Because the recessed centrifugal fans are inherently quiet, VX Cooling Towers are preferred whenever
low sound levels are desired. Sound attenuation accessories manufactured by TAHVIEH are available
for projects requiring very quiet operation.
A choice of materials of construction including two wet deck surface options and TAHVIEH
engineered accessories mean the VX Cooling Tower can meet virtually every application and
installation need including complete fireproof construction for PVC wet deck surface and reliable year
round operation.
Product life is extended and maintenance costs are minimized by the blow-through design which places
all moving parts in the dry entering air stream. VX Cooling Towers are constructed of heavy gage,
galvanized steel with a proven corrosion protection finish significantly better than galvanizing alone.
Ease of maintenance is provided by the self-cleaning V-pan and large orifice spray nozzles. All rotating
parts are located at the base of the unit for easy access and maintenance. All units are factory-assembled
for uniform quality of construction and performance with major components having been designed,
tested, and manufactured by TAHVIEH.
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Mini Chiller
Cooling Mini Chillers

Cooling & Heating Mini Chillers(Heat Pump)

The apartment cooling mini-chillers of Tahvieh Company are designed at capacities of 2.5 to 22
tons of actual refrigeration and cooling-heating mini chillers (heat pump) are designed in capacities
of 2.5 to 22 tons of actual refrigeration for different climatic conditions.
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Advantages
Saving energy and high efficiency
Hydraulic system equipment: Tahvieh mini chillers equipped with water pump, expansion tank,
relief valve, flow switch, high pressure and low pressure switch and pressure gage.
Easy maintenance: cause of automatic control system and proper function, the need for seasonal
adjustments is minimized by specialists.
Quick and easy installation
Quiet and silent operation: the use of Scroll compressor and axial fan with low revolution and
Sound insulation in mini chiller panels have reduce noise and vibration.
Brazed Plate Stainless Steel (BPHE) Evaporator with high quality, efficiency and proper
dimension.
Intelligent control system: utilizing intelligent control board and color display, the user can easily
set the device in different situations.

Split Air Conditioning System

Floor Standing Split Unit
Floor standing split unit consists of two main components; an
outdoor compressor/condenser and an indoor air-handling
unit(s) (evaporator). The outdoor unit is installed on outside of
the room. The cooling capacity of Tahvieh floor standing split
units are 40000 and 50000 (btu/hr) and their power supply is
3ph. Due to the high air throw and cooling capacity, it is suitable
for large halls and areas.
Turbo Technology in cooling and heating
Automatic Flow Swing in 4 way (vertical & horizontal)
Timer 24 hour and Sleep Mode
Automatic defrost system
Equipped with a system for reducing the humidity of space
Fault self-diagnosis and display function
Automatic restart system
Washable Filter & Body
Equipped with child lock
Automatic cleaning coil
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Wall mounted Split Unit
This system is two types: Constant revolutions and Inverter. The inverter type energy consumption
is 60% lower than the Constant revolutions type in Ideal conditions. Cooling capacities are 9000,
12000, 18000, 24000 and 30000 BTU/hr for various climate conditions
Cooling Capacity is from 9000 to 30000 btu/hr for various climate conditions (Tropical & NonTropical)
Refrigerant is R410a
Turbo Technology in cooling and heating
Quiet starter and low noise performance with the use of DC Inverter
Automatic Flow Swing in 4 way (vertical & horizontal) and position setting of air guide bar for
indoor unit
Timer 24 hour and Sleep Mode
Automatic defrost system
Equipped with a system for reducing the humidity of space
Fault self-diagnosis and display function
Cold space protection technology
Inner grooved tube coils
Anti-corrosion fins
Automatic restart system
Auto drying, mildew prevention and cleaning coil
Equipped with child lock
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Ducted Split Unit
Ducted air conditioners are common in the workplace, shopping centers and other large areas, but
they are also increasingly common for the home. They involve a central location where the air is
treated, then sent by fans through a system of ducts and into each room. Ducted air conditioners are
great for keeping large areas at a uniform temperature.
Tahvieh Concealed Ducted 'Split' systems consist of an outdoor unit and an indoor unit installed in
the ceiling space. Air is distributed from the indoor unit by duct to one or more air vents. With
convenient thermostat control, heating, cooling or auto settings are available at your fingertips.
Cooling Capacity is from 24000 to 60000 btu/hr in various climates.
Ducted air conditioning system differs from a split system in that the entire unit is concealed,
usually in the roof space of your property or housed unobtrusively outside the property. The cooled
air is then directed to multiple rooms or zones within the building via a system of concealed ducting.
Duct split is in three designs: Low Pressure, Medium Pressure and High Pressure according to
length of the duct and air pressure loss in duct.
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Precision Air Condition Unit
Precision air conditioning designed for critical
applications where precise conditioning of air
temperature and humidity is vital.
Precision air conditioning controls the ambient
environment by providing constant temperature and
humidity conditions to costly and sensitive sophisticated
electronic equipment's throughout the year.
Precision Air condition Unit (PAC) is installed in
computer room, server room and data centers. Computer
equipment generates heat, and is sensitive to heat,
humidity, and dust, but also the need for very high
resilience and failover requirements. Maintaining a stable
temperature and humidity within tight tolerances is
critical to IT system reliability.
The PAC is very diverse, but almost all of them are in the
up-flow and down-flow. You can also transfer the air
through the duct to the desired location.
Cooling Capacity is from 2 to 6 ton
Modern design, small dimension, high quality equipment and anti-corrosion body
Control and precision of humidity and room temperature using advanced control system
Special design for the high Sensible Heat Ratio (SHR>90%)
Designed according to standard "ASHRAE TC9.9", "14511 EN", "0-1-019 300 ETS"
Product in two cases, with or without duct.
Dehumidify mode , consist of humidifier and electrical heater
Functionality in all seasons and different temperature conditions (-34°C to +50°C)
Due to scroll compressor, slow speed blower and Acoustic-thermal insulation, the PAC has high
efficiency and silent function.
Places ability used
Computer Room, Server Room and Data Centers
Telecom equipment Room, Network operators, ISP and CATV
Laboratories and Test Room
Television Transmitters
Optional Equipment
Drain Pump
Fine Filters with 90% dust spot efficiency
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Electrical Enclosure Air Condition
Enclosure air conditioners are installed on electrical panels or
compartments with sensitive electronic equipment. Enclosure
air conditioners are designed to maintain a set temperature
inside the enclosure using a closed-loop method, ensuring a
contaminant-free environment and protecting electrical/
electronic components from overheating. Enclosure air
conditioners are available for various operating voltages and
cooling capacities.
Also it is used to protect the equipment that is damaged due to
increased temperature from control and electronic
components in server rooms. The equipment is: CPU,
Microprocessor, Graphic Card, Hard Disk and Drives.
Cooling Capacity is 1200,3000,5000,7000 Btu/hr
Compressor with CE standard
Fan with CE standard and thermal protection class B
Control and Setting return air temperature
Digital enclosure internal temperature display and thermostat
Wall mounting and ceiling mounting ability
Its body is galvanized sheet with electro static painting

Air Cooled Condensing Unit
Tahvieh condensing units are manufactured in nominal
cooling capacities from 10 to 180 tons and are designed for
various refrigerants such as R22, R134a and R407c.
General Specification
Condensing units are shipped complete from factory ready
for installation. The unit is pressure tested, evacuated and
given with nitrogen pre charged. After assembly, an
additional refrigerant value due to calculated line (Suction
& Liquid) and evaporator should be added.
Compressors
Scroll tandem compressors are used. These rugged hermetic
compressors are constructed with an integral cast iron
frame, cast iron scrolls, three Teflon impregnated bearings,
and three oil filtration devices for each compressor.
Using DANFOSS's performer scroll tandem compressors
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provides two, four steps of capacity modulation depending on model size. One compressor can run
alone, depending on the load of the system, resulting in excellent part-load efficiency. Each
refrigerant circuit has specially designed oil and gas equalization lines to control oil migration.
This well protected compressor includes a solid-state motor protection module, 4 individual motorwinding sensors, a patented internal discharge temperature probe, and a patented shutdown feature
that prevents reverse rotation. An internal discharge check valve helps prevent shutdown noise.
Condenser Coils
The condenser coils are constructed with seamless copper tubes arranged in a staggered row pattern
and mechanically expanded into aluminum fins to ensure optimum heat exchange capability. The
fins have full drawn collars to completely cover the copper tube for protection against atmospheric
corrosion and provide excellent heat transfer. Copper fin condenser coils are available as an option
on all models. For protecting the condenser in corrosive environment such as coastlines and etc. and
extending equipment life Thermo-guard coated option is provided. Condenser coil is designed
according to sub-cooling more than 5.6 °C for better function of expansion valve. The Leakage test is
done for all condenser coils at 470 psi.
Inlet guards are available to protect the condenser coils from damage. They are fabricated
from heavy gauge steel mesh configuration, hot-dipped galvanized coated for corrosion resistance
and painted to match the condenser coils.
Condenser Fans
Aluminum guarded axial airfoil blade fans with directed driven is used for condensing units. The
airfoil fan blades are caused to reduce noise and energy consumption. Motor velocity is 900 rpm and
motor protection is IP54 with thermal class F.
Electrical and controller System
Electrical panel have safety device such as , over load & short circuit protection , high & low pressure
protection for compressor and , under or over-voltage and phase failure and phase unbalancing
protection for all consumption.
Condenser fans will be turn on/off according to discharge pressure which is sense by a pressure
transducer. Condenser fan also protected against over load and over current.
There is a display which shows the status of equipment, faults, temperature.
The system is equipped with a controller in order to control the process and load and unloading the
capacity of unit.
The unit is connected to the Modbus network -BMS as optional
Cold Weather Control
An automatic mild ambient control shall be factory installed to provide satisfactory operation at
ambient temperature below 15°C. It consists of temperature & pressure-actuated switches that shut
off a number of condenser fans when the condensing pressure drops to a predetermined setting. As
the pressure rises, the control automatically restarts the fans to maintain an optimum condenser
pressure range.
Structure & Chassis
Aluminum profiles and hot dip galvanized sheets is used for structure and body. To reach more
strength, body and structure coated by epoxy dye. Chassis made of strong steel to dividing the weight
of condensing unit with lifting lug for shipping.
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Air Cooled Condenser Unit

Tahvieh condenser units are designed for various refrigerants such as R22, R134a and R407c. The
air cooled condenser unit is produced as medullar in various cooling capacities. It is capable
operating in a wide range of temperatures in different condition with 1 cycle or 2 cycles.
The units are assembled, wiring and tested in factory.
Condenser Coils
The condenser coils are manufactured in two types:
The condenser coils are constructed with seamless copper tubes and aluminum fins. Another type is
micro-channel coil.
Condenser Fans & Motor
Aluminum guarded axial airfoil blade fans with directed driven is used for air cooled condenser
units. The airfoil fan blades are caused to reduce noise and energy consumption. Motor velocity is
900 rpm and motor protection is IP54 with thermal class F. Condenser fan also is protected against
over load and over current by phase control system.
Fan variable speed controller in 3 steps for capacity control is in optional according to project
requirement
Structure & Chassis
Aluminum profiles and hot dip galvanized sheets is used for structure and body. To reach more
strength, body and structure coated by epoxy dye. Chassis made of strong steel to dividing the
weight of condensing unit with lifting lug for shipping.
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Air Handling Unit

Job Requirement Precisely Satisfied
A complete range of sizes and types enable the designer to select a TAHVIEH air handler to closely
match individual requirements. There are fifteen basic sizes, each of which is offered with four coil
face areas. Matched components enable a unit to be quickly assembled for its specific duty.
Long time of Life
Quality components, heavy gage galvanized steel panels, insulation panels, aluminum precision
dampers and easily lubricated fan bearings are a few of the features that contribute to the long life
of TAHVIEH air handlers. Even more important feature is a sophisticated engineering approach
that emphasizes well-balanced design.
Construction is heavy wherever required but, on the other hand, when quality would not be
compromised, bulk and weight have been reduced.
Quiet Operation
Three types of fan wheels have been engineered into all unit sizes. Slow speed Forward curved
wheels, non-overloading Backward curved, and Airfoil wheels are available for the designer`s
choice. In addition, each unit is built in with acoustic panels upon request. With this flexibility,
individual selection can be tailored for quiet and efficient performance.
Serviceability
Quick internal access is insured by means of strategically located access doors. In addition, the
construction system permits removal of individual sections for complete access, if required. In
order to increase the life of bearings and shafts, motors are internally mounted on all units.
Hygienic Air Handling Features:
Casing is constructed of airtight double skin Stainless steel panels with 2 inches polyurethane
insulation, air tight with EPDM gasket, thermal break profile and sight glass according to VDI6022 and VDI-3803 and EN-13053 standards.
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High efficiency centrifugal plug fan with low noise level.
Coil section pan and filter rail are made of stainless steel.
Filters with high efficiency (G2 to H14 dost spot) and carbon active filter are available to use.
Hygienic air handling is equipped with DDC type controller (IP65 is optional)
It is connected to the Modbus network -BMS (Optional)
F & G control system ( Optional)
Ability to optimize energy consumption by at least 25% due to inverter use.
Display the ambient temperature and room temperature.
Display faults and record fault occurrences
Control differential pressure of filters
Stainless steel Jacket steam grid humidifier (optional)

Tahvieh air washers are two types:
Type 1, AW1: class 6, Single bank (Max.
75% of Saturation Performance at 500 fpm
and 30 PSIG)
Type 2, AW2: class 8, two banks (maximum 95% of saturation efficiency at 500 fpm and 30 PSIG)
Features:
Header of water inlet, piping and nozzles material are poly propylene.
Plastic mist eliminator and inlet louver are included in chamber.
Full cast iron water sump pumps are placed inside the air washer chamber, making it compact and easy
to install.
The unit is equipped with floater and a water level control switch; prevent the burning out of sump
pumps.
Casing is constructed airtight double skin galvanized sheet panels with 1 or 2 inches polyurethane
insulation, powder electro static painting and sight glass. To protect the water sump pump against
corrosion, glass fiber coating is available upon request.
Stainless steel casing (optional)
Use special thermal profiles (Optional)
Use of proper access door.
Use of special handles and hinges.
Air washer pan is made of hot dip galvanized sheet and it is painted with epoxy coating.
Fan is centrifugal type with static and dynamic balance with shaft and bearing grease nipples.
Three phase 380-3-50 electric motor 1400rpm with IP 54 protection and thermal class F (with
adjustable position by setting screw).
Vibration isolator is used under the fan and motor assemble.
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Sound Attenuator
Tahvieh offers the design and engineering of
sound attenuator product for reducing noise
level of air handling unit to the rooms. The
sound attenuators are manufactured in three
major models covering a wide range of
airflow in different pressure drops and noise
cancellations. This allows the designer to
select the right and also the most economical size of silencers. The casing of silencers is made of
galvanized steel sheet with adequate thickness protected against corrosion with proper painting and
flanged in both side
Stainless steel casing would be available for high corrosive conditions upon request.
Sound absorbing baffles contain fireproof mineral wool with proper density and specification
protected with a non-woven layer and perforated galvanized steel sheet. The characteristic of
absorbing media has designed for maximum acoustic performance and reduce the noise.
Features:
Noise reduction is 8 dB to 38 dB in 250Hz octave band.
The length of sound attenuators is from 20 to 80 inches.

Air Condition System for Truck and Bus

Today, the car air conditioner is not a luxury device, but as one of the vehicles features, as we drive our
automobiles, a great many of us, can enjoy the same comfort levels that we are accustomed to at home
and at work. The air condition systems primary duty is to remove heat from the inside of your vehicle.
A secondary benefit is dehumidification.
Tahvieh Company could be designed and manufactured air condition system for all type of cars,
trucks and buses.
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Train and Metro Air Condition System

Tahvieh assist their customers to achieve the heating, Venting & cooling they need. These air
conditions can be easily installed on new and legacy trains, metro's trains, locomotives and other
rolling stock to enhance passenger and driver comfort.
Train air conditioning system is designed according to the kind of passenger wagons in two forms:
1- The air handling unit (evaporator) in installed inside of wagon.
Features:
The cooling capacity is 46 KW and heating capacity is 36KW.
Easy assembly in the wagon
It has high quality vibration isolator.
2- The air handling unit (evaporator) is installed outside of the wagon and connected with duct to
inside of wagon.
Features:
Easy assembly
Dynamic balancing fan on site.
It has high quality vibration isolator.
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Locomotive Ventilation System
Cooling capacity is approximately 32000 BTU / h.
The systems weight is lighter than similar brands.
Power supply is 220V.

Metro Ventilation System
The body completely is made of stainless steel sheet.
Easy access to parts for periodic services
High efficiency and performance.

Unit Heaters

Tahvieh Unit Heaters are commonly used for
heating of high ceiling areas like manufacturing
plants, public gathering halls and institutional,
commercial and industrial application. With unit
heaters you can fulfill your heating requirements
with ease and comfort at low cost.
The unit heaters are equipped with fan, coil and
dampers and have been designed to be used in
enclosed spaces.
Features:
Blow thru
Aluminum extruded profiles
The casing is made of hot dip galvanized sheet with rock wool sandwiched between double skin
panels
Electric coil is constructed of ceramic shielded heating element in copper tubes with aluminum
extended fins (150±10 thk.). All electric coils are provided with terminal box and over heat
protection single stage thermostat.
Fan is axial type with direct driven motor. The fans are statically and dynamically balanced.
Dampers are made of galvanized steel sheets
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Dual purpose evaporative cooling

Evaporative cooling is one of the most common and advantageous methods that compared to other
systems consume less energy in addition to its lower initial cost. Its application is in residential,
commercial and industrial places.
Evaporative cooler is designed and manufactured in different models and air flow capacities of
2500, 4000 and 5000 (m³/hr) regarding the cooling and heating capacity demand and the
substructure of residential and or administrative buildings.
Features:
Cellulose pads for cooling and humidification and easy interchangeability.
The unit is equipped with floater, overflow hose in emergency situation and drain valve for draining
water in winter.
Fresh air damper. It is closed in winter to avoid the ambient air entrance.
Aluminum washable filter
Low power consumption
The casing is made of hot dip galvanized sheet with polyurethane insulation between double skin
panels and aluminum extruded profiles and corners. It is protected against corrosion with proper
painting.
The air tightness between frame and panels is secured with a continuous cellular rubber sealing
strip.
Stainless steel casing would be available for high corrosive conditions upon request.
Ability to provide duct connection and flange
Electrical coil and water heating coil is equipped in evaporative cooler. Its water is fed by heating
water packaged. Electric coils are constructed of ceramic shielded heating element and 1500 W
capacity. The electrical coil is used in emergency situation in case of package failure and water coil
might be freeze if the air temperature decreases fewer than 3°C, so it is avoided to freeze the water
coil by turn on automatically that is controlled by temperature sensor placed on coils fin.
with aluminum extended fins
Easy maintenance of all equipment (pump, floater, coils, aluminum filter and cellulose pads).
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Ice Cream Maker

Tahvieh Company is trying to rely on 53 years of
experience and its technical knowledge and specialist
engineers to take a new step in the Iranian dairy
industry equipment.
Features:
Two outlet capacity 20L/Hr & 40L/Hr
Power Supply 220V & 380V
Cone ice cream in three color
Two stainless Steel tank
Front body and ceiling of the device material is
stainless steel
the sides of body material is galvanized sheet with a
pre-painted pattern
Two refrigerant storage for keeping the ice cream
materials
Cool down in the shortest time
Gearbox with two outlet shafts
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